Monte Carlo calculations of dose rate distributions around the Amersham CDCS-M-type 137Cs source.
The Amersham CDCS-M-type 137Cs stainless-steel encapsulated source is widely used in low dose rate brachytherapy with manual afterloading. However there is a need for more accurate dosimetry data. In this study we present Monte Carlo calculations of absolute dose rate in water around this source using the Monte Carlo code GEANT, discuss dosimetric features of these data, and compare them with Krishnaswamy's results for 137Cs intracavitary sources. Dose rate distributions are presented in the form of along-away tables and in the TG43 formalism. Simulated absolute dose rate values can be used as benchmark data to verify the treatment planning system calculation results or directly as input data for treatment planning. Best-fit values of attenuation coefficients suitable for use in Sievert integral type calculations have been derived comparing dose rate distributions calculated using this algorithm with those obtained from Monte Carlo calculations.